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This is a series of images sent & unsent to Gail Achterman. 
She was Chair of the Oregon Transportation Commission 
from 2007 to August 2011. I met Gail as a member of the 
Oregon Bicycle & Pedestrian Advisory Committee to the
Oregon Department of Transportation. 

We talked about many issues surrounding Bicycling, Pedes-
trians, Safety, restructuring the silos of money contributing to 
these constructs, the Politics, and the Feasibility & Needs of 
Ideas to move that needle of accomplishment. At my side was 
Jerry Norquist in many of these conversations and always at 
my support was Sheila Lyons and the OBPAC committee. 
We forged a terrific dialogue and instituted many changes.

The drive of these ideas fed our Active Transportation section 
of ODOT. Our discussions pushed the boundaries to utilize 
the resources for moving people in a healthy way and in an 
efficient use of dollars. (There were many people involved 
in pushing this agenda, so don’t interpret this as completely 
driven by GA and AJZ) The important issue was her ability 
to listen over the past years and to question and to think. Her 
impart to me: flesh out the idea.



In the summer of 2011, we talked on the morning of the policy 
maker’s ride in Hillsboro and she told me this story. Mark Hat-
field just moved into her neighborhood. Her mother invited him 
over to meet the family and have ‘tea.’ Or perhaps a highball 
drink. Gail, being 8, 9 or 11 years old, tells how Mark shows 
up in this crisply ironed tan pants and a shirt that was plaid 
or gingham...she said she could still see him in these nautical 
kind of clothes (and I was thinking he must have had on Sperry 
dock shoes with tassels). She said she was introduced and later 
he came over and asked what she thought about. Gail had that 
genuine surprise & raising of the eye brows that she did and said 
to me, “well, who ever thought to take me seriously? He (Mark) 
genuinely listened to me and wanted to know my ideas about 
something. It wasn’t until that moment that Hatfield treated me 
like a real person did I realize I had something to say.” 

How Gail felt about that preteen conversation and validation was 
exactly how I felt about Gail and my relationship with her.

She was willing to listen to me as a non-political, non-Transportation 
lifer discussing ideas ranging from pupil transportation to mixing the col-
ors of money for projects instead of having singular sequestered budgets, 
and the creation of an Active Transportation Committee.  

Gail treated me precisely as she had been treated decades earlier. It was 
galvanizing. That was Gail. Giving respect, loving ideas, making ideas 
into reality, knowing history and context.

She said she wasn’t going on the ride as she had not been sleeping. She 
was not feeling well and was going to see a specialist that next Monday. 
And with that visit came the diagnosis of cancer.

I could only continue the conversation with her in some non demanding 
manner. I couldn’t make her soup. We both loved the Oregon land-
scape. I decided to simply send her an Oregon image each Friday. 

         ~Z 



On Friday...



Sept 17, 2011

Crater Lake

Z:   Judging from the images you are posting and listening to 
your responses...I would love to share some images...I am not 
sure what best e-mail to send to...I am sure you are inundated 
with lots of wonderful messages as I know how many people you 
have touched as well as touching my life.
 So I would love to send you weekly pictorial missive...Okay?

 Crater this past June: Martine and I put snowshoes on our 
bikes and were able to ride about 7 miles on the closed road 
that goes to the north entrance...talk about Bike & Hike! or 
is it Bike and Snow. What was fascinating was not that there 
was a lot of scree and good couch pillow size boulders that 
were on the road but that some the tumbling rocks came from 
‘underneath’ the snow canyon walls and were delivered to the 
road at the bottom of that snow wall. 
Llalo Rock in the distance.

AJ
Thanks so much and this e-mail is fine.  I will really enjoy your weekly 
images--they cheer me up and make me think.  This first one is fascinating.  
Chuck and I have done some snow riding on our bikes on closed roads--
you can get to amazing places and views that way.
Gail



Sept 23, 2011

Leslie Gulch, above & right

In Ontario I stopped at the cultural museum and looked at the arti-
facts. I stopped at the museum store and this new employee, her first day, 
attached herself to me and was telling me about all the stuff in the 
store. She mentioned that the Japanese were a big part of the community 
and how after they were released they became good citizens. I mentioned 
to her that they were probably citizens before they were put in the 
camps. She was surprised and confused.  She had an even harder time 
with the credit card machine.  I bought some groceries for supper and 
drove.  I turned off finally at the Owyhee Dam turnoff and went down 
the gavel road surrounded by valley hills. Lots of trucks with boaters 
scurried down the road as well.”
                            ---Thinking about you and hoping the weekend is good.

for guidance. He introduced me to Herrigel’s Zen and the Art of 
Archery. This is a preset for anyone interested in flower arranging, 
archery of course, and gardening in the Japanese sense plus the world 
of photography. One sees the archetype of the world in our human 
endeavors from these forms of art. So today’s images are a question: 
do these images come from my vision or my history of having been edu-
cated by all the threads of worlds past or are they simply a release of 
expectations of the viewer and seeing directly?

And then a more earthly response is perhaps my May 2000 diary from 
the trip to the Leslie Gulch area...”The weather was rude. The pass af-
ter Pendleton was layered with an inch of ice and trucks proceeding 
at 15 miles an hours. Only one overturned car. Past La Grande, the 
weather opened the horizon and was high fluffy clouds like the kind 
of slippers you would get for an eight-year-old girl. 

Owhyee: Leslie Gulch
Your narratives of the 

Japanese garden make me 
think of the Leslie Gulch. 

In the 1970s I was completely 
dominated by photography 

on a daily basis; I turned to 
Minor White (MIT prof then 

and previous Portlander) 



Sept 30, 2011

AJ 
Thanks so much for sending the photos, the book reference and the pictures.  
Your journal notes enrich it all.  When I looked at the photos after reading 
your note, it made me think about the other Japanese tradition I’m learning 
about--appreciation of stones, or what the Chinese call Scholar’s Stones.  
Terry Toedtemeier gave me a book from an exhibit he worked on about 
Scholar’s Stones.  I’d never heard of them.  The serendipity of your note 
on Minor White and Zen, and then the photos reminding me of Terry and 
stones is lovely.

I had the chance to visit Leslie Gulch in about 1989 with BLM.  It is an as-
tonishing area that hardly any Oregonians know about.

GA
Glad the acupuncture is so comforting.  Arch Cape image was lovely.
Twisty road south of Shaniko (yesterday!)
z

AJ

Lovely central Oregon.  By the way, what kind of camera are you using?

Gail

South of Shaniko



Oct 07, 2011

Good morning.
Glad the shoes are returning to their owner’s size!
I used to say I have a German camera, Leica...but it is now the Leica lens with a  
USA Kodak sensor and Japanese Panasonic moving shutter. I have used Leicas 
since the 70s, so some of the lenses are indeed from the 70s but the ‘works’ is 
now digital...M9; some of the older images will be Leica M8.

Photographs are now so ubiquitous, perhaps it is the camera that makes 
the photos; hoping more shows than that.
Cheers
z

This is a lovely bend in the Deschutes River which is as simple an old land as  
 my eyes wish to see. 
This is a peace and harmony unpossessed by any will. This is a place of 
 a vantage point that one can see an absolute million stars. 
The clock of insects tells the time of day. The sleepy early morning 
 grasshopper so stiff in its night cold skeleton wake and walk only  
 after the sun hits their armored thorax. 
Mid morning scurries the beetles to seek shelters. The butterflies tickle  
 their toes on the puddles in the evaporating midday sunlight. 
The gnats swarm in the late afternoon downing sun. The no seeums and 
 moths play footsie with my skin’s hairs as the dark surrounds.
The mountains care for no time gone or time forward. 
It seems it is only humans listening to a clock.   
      from my diary from the summer of 2006: -z

Corner of the river, Deschutes River



Oct 14, 2011

Oct 7, cont’d
Lovely AJ.  The small things we miss in our everyday hurry. 

 Gail
 Sometimes photographs have no real expression of the image in words; 
sometimes it is something Proustian only for the photographer, perhaps.

 The below reminds me of Dido and Aeneas. Somehow these two seemingly 
separate trees, one twisting away, one taller less attacked by the red 
disease. I always loved the story about Dido and Aeneas and thought it 
more a basic question of how much fate plays a role in our lives. Wonder-
ing if fate is not just an updated modern language for cellular biome-
chanics and genetic machinery. Aeneas blaming the fates; Dido completely 
changed by her love. Nature vs. Nurture. And here it is just an image that 
perhaps has nothing to do with what I was thinking or vice  versa.

 Trees somewhere on the northeastern rim of Crater. Good weekend.
AJ
Great photo and great ruminations for the weekend.
Gail

later, Oct 7, cont’d
More shows indeed.  My Dad was a Leica fan.  And all pros I know say the 
lens quality is the key.  I like to remind myself that my favorite photogra-
phers did their work without all the automatic everything we have now--
it was all in the eye.
Gail

Crater Lake



Oct 21, 2011

Gail
Breath of fresh air to hear about the markers.
The balancing of songs within one’s life sounds lovely. I am thinking of your 
experiences again in the Japanese garden. I often think of water as an equal 
force to who we as humans are as much as DNA dictates (n.). 

The gardens are a tribute to water as your scholar stones.  Water with its 
simple 2 Hydrogens and 1 Oxygen atoms is our universal cornerstone because 
of its angular arrangement. That angle of Hs in relation to O not quite at 
its center is spread-eagle like our legs with the abdomen apex. That simple re-
lationship confers a liquid, atomizes into vapor, and layers up into ice. Other 
3 item atoms do not do this so gymnastically. And those passed on-fixed 
atom genetics of a precise visual relationship gives us ice scouring U smooth 
shaped valleys, carves out the V canyon wall angles by millennial rivers, 
or causes a teasing fog to obscure our future path forward, and/or even its 
surface can reflect a Smith Rock face in the Crooked River’s gentle moving 
meniscus.

And as you well know, water has that power over us to make our limbs ache, 
quench our thirst, and create miles of legal reams about rights to that pre-
cious 3 atom unit. As you see the garden’s water in different light and times, 
it may even reveal its lunar marionette pulls. Even those MRI scans whirl 
the magnetism of water’s H to spin & reveal unseen human definition. Water 
is so human to have these forms and expressions; it begs the question when 
does water become something different and yet keep its precision and balance.
z

AJ
Amazing photo!  And I love your reflections on water.
Gail

Smith Rock 



Oct 28, 2011

Great news: less is more. So glad you are energized to return to some proj-
ect...take it easy and positive; do not overwhelm one’s self.

Image is new...have only lived with this a couple of weeks. Like the duality 
of something so detailed, composed, intricate and yellow bright 
against the land’s law of entropy with unruly vegetation. Blue Basin 
south of Fossil.

Will see how it survives.
Good weekend. Z

Blue Basin, Fossil Country



Nov 04, 2011

The chill is upon us...Stay warm..good weekend. 
Congrats on the Weston award...Happy trails!

foggy Dog Mountain

Dog Mountain



Nov 13, 2011

Gail
Just reading your latest entry today...I have been using wool the past 
three years as undershirts. I am surprised how versatile the smart wool 
is. IN fact I used a wool T-shirt on my bike last Aug/Sept from St. 
Louis to the middle of Illinois in 100 degree weather. It was indeed as 
cool as my polypropylene T-shirts. These were also used in Bend last 
winter! There is some kind of self regulation that these shirts must 
inherit from their sheep ancestors! Anyway, thinking of you standing on 
the bow looking at eagles as you progress up the passage and thinking 
besides good rain gear, perhaps a comfy wool liner might keep you toasty.
Also in helping you spend more money...I have been using a little Lumix 
pocket camera which has a zoom lens; some of the Lumix cameras come with 
Leica lenses! Homage to your Dad, perhaps.
Z

AJ
Thanks for the tips about wool.  I have found the same thing.  I just ordered an 
Icebreaker top and plan to get bottoms.
I am going to check out the Lumix cameras--I like my Nikon point and shoot, but 
it might be nice to upgrade.  This trip is really serious about photography and 
I’m not going to be trying to out do the semi-pros, but it is nice to capture what 
captures you.
Gail

Owyhee Country



Nov 18, 2011

Good Morning,
Chill is coming...Wrap up!

Smith Rock



Nov 25, 2011

Best to you from NYC...wonderful weather, biked across Brooklyn Bridge 
before all others awake, tis the last Thanksgiving here as Martine’s Dad 
died last March & his apartment sadly being sold after 20 years...Cheers.

Z

New York City
Brooklyn Bridge, 

10th Street



Dec 02, 2011

If you can, look at the image first before reading the text. Decide ‘what’ is it’ 
-this photograph; what purpose; what meaning; is there beauty; is there some-
thing seen by the maker?

Sometimes the photograph really may not contain anything other than a va-
grant bit of memory or Madeleine. The below is always a stark reminder of inac-
tive skies for several days after 9-11 for me. And this image is just completely 
enmeshed in my head with these thoughts and really has nothing to do with the 
image as one might look with fresh eyes at its contents.

Mind’s eye   

“How strange to have no planes circling Portland, the faint drone of aero mo-
tors approaching though my NE corridor of descent near Emmanuel Hospital 
or Irvington is simply absent. A clearer train whistle is a figure to the quiet 
ground; a numb street with dumbstruck humans leaving us in the vacancy of 
twin towers and three thousand people. 

These two tall trees on the Wahkeena Trail just 5 days after this flaming steel 
pyre of bodies...I can’t help but think of the natural evolution of one’s cru-
elty to another under the cloak of religion. These two trees fall; they incline 
downward about to nurse the green floor of the forest and yet the evil of men 
hardly leave nursing elements for change and growth. No wars in the name of 
Buddhism. 

These two trees, did anyone see them lean and gently touch the carved water 
way’s floor and sculpted walls; no splash of headline; no splash of decapitation 
or lost parents for children; no anger of the tree to teach its crucible of bad 
genetics from one generation to another...just two tall lean reaching trees 
fallen in a still moment after a death gathering collapse.”                                                                    
          Z 09-16-2001

Wahkeena falls



Dec 09, 2011

My dear,
Hoping last week’s treatment was okay...hoping you are weathering 
the chill...am off to NYC Fri night and returning Sunday night...a 
bit grueling...
Be well.

Lovely reminder of nature’s beauty. Have a good trip.
Gail

Mt. St. Helen’s early morning light.



Dec 16, 2011

Gail
Celebrating the season!

Really enjoyed looking at your photographs.  I didn’t realize that the Car-
ing Bridge had a gallery of images. You have a great sense of figure/ground.

Your sense of place within place fits your wonderful mind as well as your 
visualization. Definitely consider the little Leica point and shoot or its 
technical cousin panasonic lumix with the Leica lenses (some are not). The 
way you frame with the texture filling the frame and creating the edge...
this is a ‘flatness of  sharpness’ that I think your father’s optics would make 
your images sing.

Wishing you an easy run up to the Christmas weekend next week.
z

Deschutes River early am



Dec 23, 2011

GA
Hoping this weekend lifts your spirits and gives you 
Heart warming expressions.

z

Merry Christmas to you too.
Gail

Paulina Lake springs



Dec 30, 2011

Gail 
Two images today. A bit internal.

There is perhaps an etymology link to omentum to the Hebrew word omer.  
O’mer, noun. A Hebrew measure containing ten baths, or seventy five gal-
lons and five pints of liquids, and eight bushels of things dry. It was the 
largest unit of measure by Jews.

I find that this world in space is so unique a tribute to water. How special 
and precise we all are. How powerful is water to cause you pain and give 
blankets of crunchy snow that preserves and sustains nurtured seed beds 
for the spring. How contrary water being good and bad and how contrary 
being alive that we can shout for joy, sing lullabies, and scream in pain 
with the same mouth and mind.

Images, 
Close in. 
Smelling of clear crisp air
Patterns of concentration 
To let your mind be the center of attention at
A figure within the activity of 
Seeing but not having to look

Peace. z

Lovely AJ.  Thanks for your thoughtful insights--visual and verbal
G

Smith Rock



Jan 06, 2012
Harder edges this week. I did gasp at the cancellation of May’s trip. One day 

forward, everyday, sing more even if you are humming.

-Thinking of you. z

No Sins among the Rocks
 

There are no cousins, no sins among the rocks.
Bullies all if gravity drawing down

Ballistics all if ejected from some vas defrens
All tumult in times and resting in our clock face

 

Lurking men in ravines and women papoosed vie for childs betwixt 
The divorces of kisses and craziness

As thirsts demand water running into ruts of streams
In powerless insinuations that spring is to come soon.

 

The yellows of bad livers creep from family DNA’s cross members
Separating and hardly creating new codes but birthing old anxieties

Fleshed in yellow sages thanking the world for water.
 

There is no escape from the angry ejecta of loins from the earth
To pass on and along the thunders of quiet deceitful earth moves
As the inheritance continues rarely diluting the parental cousins

Intermarried in the ruins of rivers dry and wet in seasons
Of sin and hope.  

-Z

AJ 
More great materials.  Thanks
G

John Day~Fossil



Jan 13, 2012

Happy Snow at Mt. Hood,
Hoping there is fresh fallen snow to chill and awaken your senses. 
z

Paulina Lake

Wonderful.  We’re hoping for snow too.
Gail



Jan 19, 2012

 Happy Bouquet of flowers from Russ Jolley and Me. I made all the images 
and collaged them for you. Jolley is part of these images in that his book 
of the Gorge flowers taught me much. It taught me how predictable the 

time and land melded together to make this temporal bouquet appear 
from late winter to early autumn. It taught me to pay attention to the 
lovely petite spots of color. It taught me how much love this man must 

have felt for such an earthly heaven. So I made the images and feel that 
my little fingerprints give a lilliputian dimension to the viewer and a 

real context of precious. (Am off to NYC; retn Wed)

Wonderful collage!  Special for me because I got to know Russ a bit.  He 
and my husband were part of a group that saved wildlands on Mt. Hood.  

He had a unique vision; seeing things others wouldn’t see.
                                                                                                  -Gail

Jolley’s Bouquet from the Gorge



Jan 25, 2012

Peg or Chuck, please share if possible.

Gail: I realize you are near the banks of the River Lethe. 
Am thinking the wonderful sunny Deschutes:  

Hot dry air, incredible clean air, 
vacating the sinuses of damp Willamette Valley moisture, 

giving us this vista which has had so many peoples view its banks from 
10,000 years ago, 

seeing the mule deer and its childrens’ trails, 
finding the lazy porcupines slumbering in the trees 

on those 100 degree days, 
hearing the meadow larks, 

noting the hissing rattlers near the flat rocks of heated sun, 
hearing that occasional rock careen to the river, and 

smelling the sage housing the grasshoppers and 
occasional up-drifting damselfly. 

Ah, to sit and see the Deschutes in my mind in January 
breeds some patience of summer future. 

Ah, to think the memories of being human, 
foot-bound to the earth and people known just in 

my time, and 
spelling the scenes of Deschutes views 

adds to my vocabulary of our dear Oregon.

Thank you Gail for everything.
z

Deschutes River at the Mouth



Unsent.

Dog Mountain



Z inside Crater Lake’s 
Wizard Island Cone

Jenna Stenke
Maureen Sevigny
Jerry Norquist, chair 2009-2011
A. J. Zelada, chair 2011-13

Many thanks to The Members of the 
The Bicycle & Pedestrian Advisory Committee to 

the Oregon Department of Transportation 
2009-2013

Lee Shoemaker
Wayne Baum
Erin Kelley 

Daniel Ronan

Sheila Lyons 
ODOT Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian 

Program Manager


